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AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
MOUNT PLEASANT COIT AGE SCHOOL
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
and
MOUNT PLEASANT COITAGE SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS
EFFECTIVE
FEBRUARY 1, 2000 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2003
NVS PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RElATIONS BOARD
RECEIVED
OCT 0 2 2000
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Mount Pleasant Cottage School
Union Free School District
1075 Broadway, P.O. Box 8
Pleasantville, New York 10570
Norman Freimark, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
MEMQ.IQ: Richard Benedict
FROIvI: Norm Freimark, Ed.D.'
RE: Contracts
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J c;:~So
~~
T1\.
- .
(914) 769-{)4S6
June 2, 2000
As we discussed, in an effort to clear up any possible confusion regarding the
one time benefits to be paid to employes as per
Teachers Contract, Appendix Al
Teaching Assistants Contract, Appendix A
Clerical Contract, Section JIa
Custodial Contract, Paragraph KIA
... Only those unit members employed on 6/1/2000 will be entitled to
said benefits of the above clauses.
Please sign below to indicate you are in agreement.
4/~~7 Norman reimarkSuperintendent of Schools
W~?LP
Richard Benedict
President, Teachers' Association
~-1V9-- b~{2~tw~~
presldent, Teachlng Asslstants' Association
NF / mcw
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cc: File
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Mount Pleasant Cottage School
Union Free School District
1075 Broadway, P.O. Box 8
Pleasantville, New York 10570
Norman Freimark, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
(914) 769-<>456
June 8, 2000
MEMC) TO: Richard Benedict
Stephanie DeAugustinis
FROM: Norman Freimark, Ed.D.
RE: Clarification of the Health Insurance Buy-Out Clause Contained
in the Below Listed Contracts
Teachers' Contract - Article XVIII - Paragraph B
Teaching Assistants Contract - Article XV - Paragraph C
Clerical Contract - Paragraph M - Section 1
Custodial Contract -Paragraph N -Section 1
With regard to the above mentioned contracts and the noted sections dealing
with the Health Insurance Buy-Out provisions, it is the intention of the School
District and the respective Collective Bargaining Units that:
.
1. if an active employee of the School District elects to receive the Health
Insurance Buy-Out, either elective or mandatory; and,
2. subsequently retires from the School District in accordance with the
requirements contained in the respective contracts relative to being eligible to
receive benefits; and,
3. while in retirement, the retiree finds himself/herself in a situation
whereby he/ she is no longer covered by someone else's health insurance; then,
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4:. upon written notification to the Superintendent accompanied by
confirmation of lack of health insurance coverage (Medicare will not be considered
adequate coverage), the retiree will be eligible for coverage under the School
District's health insurance plan, based on the benefits currently in effect at the time
of notification.
Please sign below to indicate you are in agreement.
Z'::;:iif~ - -L
Superintendent of Schools
--1t~~
Richard Benedict
President, Teachers' Association
£~l-/e~
Date
~} rzJ00
I
~ate
.; fo-/~-ov
Step anie DeAugustinis
President, Teaching Assistants' Association
Date
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ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
A.
B.
Recognition Resolution
The Board of Education of the Mount Pleasant Cottage School Union Free
School District per Board action of January 18th, 1969, recognizes the Mount
Pleasant Cottage School Association of Teachers as the exclusive negotiating
agent for the teachers of this District.
Dura tion
The duration of this Contract shall be from February 1, 2000 through June 30,
2003.
c. Dues Deduction
1. The District agrees to deduct from salary payments due the members of the
bargaining unit and remit to the Treasurer of the Association membership
dues as authorized by each member of the unit in a written, signed
document filed with the District.
2. In addition, at the request of the employees, the District will deduct dues
from the salaries of said employees for any other professional associations
with dues in excess of $50.00 annually as said teachers so authorize, and to
transmit the monies month Iv to such associations. Such authorization
.I ,
shall be in writing and must be submitted each school year at least 30 days
before the payroll date upon which the first deduction is to be made, but in
no case later than December 1st.
3. Such authorizations referred to in C.1 and C.2 above shall be continuous
unless revoked in writing.
D. Agency Fee
1. Pursuant to Section 208.3(b) of the Civil Service Law, the District agrees to
deduct from salary payments of all members of the bargaining unit
represented by the Association who have not filed dues deduction
authorizations with the District an amount equivalent to the amount of
dues levied bv the Association and to remit the sums so deducted to the
.I
Treasurer of the Association.
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E.
2.. The Association hereby holds the Boai'd of Education and the School
District harmless for any funds deducted pursuant to this provision and
hereby represents that it has instituted a lawful rebate procedure which
complies with all statutory and constitutional mandates. If for any reason
said rebate procedure is deemed unlawful by an appropriate agency or
court, the District shall no longer have an obligation to deduct agency fees
until such time as the Association's rebate procedure is deemed lawful by
an appropriate agency or court.
I..egislative Implementation Clause
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this
Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by
amendment of law or by providing the additional funds therefor shall not
become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE II - DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THIS AGREEMENT
The terms used in this Agreement shall have the meanings set forth below:
A. "Association" means the Mount Pleasant Cottage School Association of
Teachers.
B. "School District" or "District" means Mount Pleasant Cottage School
Union Free School District, Pleasantville, New York.
c. "Board" or "Board of Education" means the Board of Education of the
School District.
D.
. 4
"Superintendent" means the Superintendent of the School District.
E. "Promotional Position" means any position paying a salary difference
over the teacher salary schedule or any position on the administrator-
supervisor level, including but not limited to positions as Assistant
Superintendent, administrative assistant, supervisor, director, principal,
department head, psychologist and guidance counselor.
F. "Administrator" or "Administration" means those certified School
District officials whose professional duties include those of a supervisory
nature.
-
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ARTICLE III -NEGOTIATION
A.
B.
Procedures
The first meeting(s) shall be devoted to the establishment of procedures
mutually agreeable to both parties.
Meetings for Negotiation Procedures
No later than May 15 preceding the date this Agreement expires, negotiations
will be undertaken for a successor agreement.
c. Negotiation Meetings
In the event a negotiation meeting is held during part of a school day the
members of the negotiating committee of the Association shall be released
from their regular school duties without loss of pay. Negotiating meetings
during part of the school day shall be by mutual agreement only.
D. Impasse Procedures
In the event an impasse in negotiating occurs, the parties agree to follow the
impasse procedures as set forth in Section 209 of the Taylor Law.
E. Availability of Budgetary and Statistical Information
The Superintendent will make available a copy of the District budget to the
Association at the same time said budget is made available to the Board.
Specifically, the President of the Association will get a copy of the budget by 3
P.M. of the Friday prior to the Monday Board meeting at which the Board will
have the budge!. A copy of Form ST-3 "Annual Financial Report" will be
made available to the Association upon request to the School District \vhen
completed. .
F. Negotiation Panel
Negotiations shall be conducted only by persons designated as representatives
of the Board and representatives of the Association with a maximum of five
members per each group, except that any of the parties hereto may have legal
counsel present and may at any time invite such other persons to the
negotiation. discussions as may reasonably be required to supply information
specific to a given issue.
..,
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ARTICLE IV - LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
A. A labor management committee comprised of the President of the
Association and not more than two members of the Association, the
Superintendent and not more than two other members designated by the
Superintendent will be established. The committee will meet on a monthly
basis to discuss matters of mutual concern. The Superintendent and the
President of the Association will exchange agendas two days before each
meeting. Each party can thereafter add only one item to its agenda.
B. Curriculum proposals by teachers will be submitted to the committee for
approval. Projects approved by a majority vote of the committee shall be
submitted to the office of the Superintendent for final decision.
ARTICLE V - PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES
A. Members of the professional staff may attend meetings at District expense
when, in the judgment of the Superintendent, both the staff member and the
school system will be benefited. The opportunity to attend at District expense
shall be rotated so as to promote professional development throughout the
staff .
Such attendance shall be considered particularly desirable when important
information can be acquired effectively only by attending, when the staff
member is appearing on the program, or \vhen professional recogn.ition is
being accorded to him or her.
B. Staff members may not attend at District expense those meetings which are
held:
1. By organizations outside the staff member's own special field;
") By organizations outside the profession of education;
3. For the purpose of promoting the personal welfare of staff members.
c. The program of the Superintendent's Conference Day will be planned in
consultation with the Association.
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ARTICLE VI -NEW POSITIONS_ OPENINGS_ ASSIGNMENTS AND TRANSFERS
A. ;Defini tions
1.
2.
Voluntary transfers are transfers initiated at the request of the
individual teacher.
Involuntary transfers are transfers initiated by the Superintendent.
When other than a normal classroom teaching position becomes available a
list of qualifications for the position will be published and posted prior to the
deadline for application.
B.
Requests from the present staff for voluntary reassignment and / or transfer to
-
a new classroom teaching position or vacated existing classroom teaching
position will be considered to the extent that they do not conflict with the
instructional requirements and the best interests of the school system. Final
decision will be made by --the Superintendent and shall not be subject to the
grievance procedure.
c.
D. An announcement shall be made immediately as to who was appointed to
such position.
E. . The assignment of staff members and their transfer to positions shall be made
by the Superintendent. Effort will be made to keep teachers in areas of their
competency.
F.
G. . 1.
Involuntary transfers of teachers from one grade to another will not be made
without prior notification to the teacher involved.
If, after thjs notification the transfer is still deemed involuntary, then
the transfer will be made only after a meeting with the teacher, the
immediate administrator and a representative of the Association if the
teacher so desires, at which time the reason for the transfer will be
discussed.
? If the transfer is still deemed involuntary, a meeting with the
Superintendent may be requested by the teacher and, if the teacher
desires, a representative of the Association, to discuss the transfer. The
final decision is at the discretion of the Superintendent and shall not be
subject to the grievance procedure.
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H. Every effort will be made to notify teachers of their tentative assignments for
the coming school year including the schools to which they will be assigned,
the grades and / or subjects that they will teach and any special or unusual
classes that they will have, as soon as practical and under normal
circumstances not later than the last day of school. Any change in this
assignment shall be communicated to the teacher immediately and in
vV'riting.
1. If a teacher's assignment is changed during the summer, at least 5 business
days notice of the change will be given to the teacher by mail. Teachers shall
leave a summer address with the Superintendent. If the notice is less than 5
business days before the beginning of school or if the change is made during
the school year, the teacher will get one student-free day to prepare.
J. Teachers will be notified of their salary for the coming school year within 45
days after salaries for the next school year have been agreed upon in writing
by the parties hereto.
ARTICLE VII - SCREENING COMMITTEE
The Association shall appoint a committee of not more than three teachers to
review the qualifications of and interview prospective teacher candidates whom the
Superintendent shall refer.
The committee may then make an advisory recommendation to the
J J
Superintendent, setting forth in \vriting the reasons for any selection made. Such
recom:mendatiqns shall ordinarily be made no later than one week following the
interview.
ARTICLE VIII - ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. Use of Building
The Association will have the right to use school buildings without charge at
reasonable times of any day or evening for its meetings and other business,
provided that such will not conflict \vith previously scheduled school events
or create an unusual cost. The A.ssociation will give the Assistant
Superintendent one week's notice of each such use of a school building. If
food is to be served, one week's notice will be given.
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B.
c.
D.
]Faculty Bulletin Board
There will be bulletin board space provided in each school building in the
school system for the exclusive use of the Association.
Interschool Mail and Mailboxes
The Association shall be allowed the use of 'interschool mail facilities and
faculty mailboxes for official Association business.
The Association officers and representatives shall have the right to appear
and speak to new teachers on Orientation Day and to the entire faculty at
Superintendent faculty meetings.
E. The Association will be provided with an office. If the Association desires a
phone in the office it shall be at Association expense.
F. The Association shall have a total of 10 days leave each year for its President
or other members without loss of pay for Association business. Advance
notice shall be given when such days are to be used.
G. The President of the Association may use 3 preparation periods per week for
Association business. Each time a preparation period is used for such
purpose, the President of the Association shall leave a note on the principal's
desk indicating that the preparation period is being so used.
ART][CLEIX - STUDENT DISCIPLINE AND TEACHER PROTECTION
A. The teachers and the Board of Education agree to support existing rules,
regulations and policy with respect to student discipline. The administration
and the Associ~tion agree to cooperate in the development of rules and
regulations with respect to student discipline.
B. If a teacher is sued as a result of an action taken by the teacher in the
performance of his or her duties within the scope of his or her employment,
he or she shall be defended and indemnified bv the Board in accordance with
Sections 3023, 3028 and 3811 of the Education Law.
c. Prompt written notice ot any written complaint against a teacher shall be
given to the teacher and the teacher may notify the Association. Time lost by
a teacher in connection with the investigation of the above shall not be
charged against the teacher.
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D. The Board shall reimburse a teacher in an amount up to $150 per incident for
the repair or replacement of clothing or personal property such as glasses
vvrhich is normally worn or brought into school if such item is damaged or
destroyed in -the course of the teacher's performance of his or her duties.
I)amage to automobiles is included in this protection. The total amount paid
to all members of the bargaining unit in any school year shall not exceed
$2,250.
ARTICLE X - PE1TY CASH FUND
A. The School District will, as a matter of course, provide the teachers with the
normal supplies and equipment they require for their classroom use.
B. In the event that small, additional items are needed for classroom instruction
and not otherwise provided through regular stock, teachers shall request
approval of the purchase of such items from the principal. The principal will
arrange purchase of approved items through the Business Office. (Note: It is
illegal for the District to purchase items which are then given away as gifts, or
become the personal possession either of a student or a teacher. Whenever
possible, purchases should be made by the regularly established channels, by
the use of purchase orders.)
ARTICLE XI - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Definition of Purpose
It is the intent of these procedures to provide for an orderlv settlement of
differences in a fair and equitable manner with reasonable promptness and in
accordance with Article 14 of the Civil Service Law regarding the
establishmen.t of grievance procedures for public employees.
B. Defini tions
1. Grievance - Grievance shall mean any claimed violation,
.I
misinterpretation or disputed application of any existing rules,
regulations and agreements of the School District.
? The term "Supervisor" shall mean any immediate administrator
responsible for the area in which an alleged grievance arises.
3. The Chief Administrative Officer (C.A.O.) is the Superintendent.
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C.
4.
5.
6.
Representa ti ve shall mean the aggrieved party, the Grievanc.e
Committee and/or his or her designee.
Aggrieved Party shall mean any teacher, group of teachers, or the
Mount Pleasant Cottage School Association of Teachers filing a
grievance.
Par1;y in Interest shall mean any party named in a grievance who is not
the aggrieved party.
7. Grievance Committee is the committee created and constituted by the
Mount Pleasant Cottage School Association of Teachers.
Proced ures
1. All grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved
party, rules, regulation or agreement involved in the same grievance,
the time and place where the alleged events or conditions constituting
the grievance existed, the identity of the party responsible for causing
the said events or conditions, if known to the aggrieved party, and a
general statement of the nature of the grievance and the redress sought
by the aggrieved party.
2. Any party in interest may be represented at all stages of the grievance
procedure by any person or persons of his or her own choosing.
3. If a grievance affects a group of teachers and appears to be associated
\vith systemwide policies, it may be submitted by the Association
directly at Stage II.
4. The C.A.q. and the Representative agree to facilitate any investigation
which may be required and to make available to the aggrieved parties
any and all material and relevant documents, communications and
records concerning the alleged grievance.
5. Except as otherwise provided in Stage I, an aggrieved party and any
party in interest shall have the right at all stages of grievance to
confront and cross-examine all witnesses called against him or her, to
testifv and call witnesses on his or her own behalf.
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6.
7.
Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, taking appeals, and
making reports and recommendations, and other necessary documents
will be jointly developed by the Board and the Grievance Committee.
The Chief Administrative Officer shall then have them printed and
distributed so as to facilitate operation of the grievance procedure.
All documents, communications, official minutes, and records dealing
with the processing of a grievance shall be filed separately from the
personnel files of the participants. Copies of all items mentioned
above shall be provided f.or the representative.
8. Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any
teacher having a grievance to discuss the matter informally with any
appropriate member of the administration and having the grievance
informally adjusted without the intervention of the representative,
provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of the
agreement. In the event that any grievance is adjusted without formal
determination pursuant to this procedure, while such adjustment shall
be binding upon the aggrieved party and shall, in all respects, be final,
said adjustment shall not create a precedent or ruling binding upon
either of the parties to this Agreement in future proceedings.
9. The Chief Administrative Officer shall be responsible for accumulating
and maintaining an Official Grievance Record which shall consist of
the written grievance, all exhibits, transcripts, communications,
minutes, and / or notes of testimonv as the case mav be, written
. .
arguments and briefs considered at all levels other than Stage I (E.1)
and all written decisions at all stages. A summary of the proceedings
shall be drawn up by the C.A.O. and agreed to and signed by the parties.
..
The Official Grievance Record shall be available for inspection and/ or
copying by the aggrieved party, the Grievance Committee and the
Board but shall not be deemed a public record.
10. The existence of the procedure hereby established shall not be deemed
to require any teacher to pursue the remedies here provided and shall
not, in any manner, impair or limit the right of any teacher to pursue
anv other remedies available in any other form.
. .
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D.
. E.
Time Limits
1. The time limits specified for either party may be extended only by
mutual agreement.
2. A grievance will be deemed waived unless a written grievance is
forwarded to the first available stage within thirty (30) school days after
the discovery of the cause of grievance.
3. If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the
proce~ure within the time limit specified, the grievance will be
deemed to be discontinued and further appeal under this Agreement
shall be barred.
4. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to communicate a
decision to the aggrieved party, his or her representative and the
Grievance Committee within the specified time limit shall permit the
lodging of an appeal at the next stage of the procedure within the time
which would have been allotted had the decision been communicated
by the final day.
Stages
1. Sta ge I
a. An aggrieved party having a grievance will discuss it orally or in
writing with his or her supervisor, either directly or through a
representative, vvith the objective of resolving the matter
informall v.
b. If tl},e grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced to
writing and presented to the supervisor. Within ten (10) school
days after \vritten grievance is presented to him or her, the
supervisor shall render a report and / or a decision.
.., Stage II - Chief Administrative Officer
a. If the aggrieved party initiating the grievance is not satisfied
with the written decision at the conclusion of Stage I and wishes
to proceed further under this procedure, he or she shall within
ten (10) school days, present the grievance to the Grievance
Committee. The representative of the aggrieved party will file a
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b.
c.
3.
4.
written appeal of the decision at Stage I with the Chief
Administrative Officer within ten (10) school days after the
aggrieved party has received such written decision. Copies of the
written report and / or decision at Stage I shall be submitted with
the appeal.
Within ten (10) school days after receipt of the appeal, the Chief
Administrative Officer or his duly authorized representative
shall hold a hearing with the Representative and all other
parties in interest.
The Chief Administrative Officer shall render a decision in
writing to the Representative within ten (10) school days after
the conclusion of the hearing.
Stage In
a. If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the decision at Stage il,
the Representative will file an appeal in writing with the Board
of Education within fifteen (15) school days after receiving the
decision at Stage II. The official grievance record maintained by
the Chief Administrative Officer shall be available for the use of
the Board of Education and the Representative.
b. Within ten (10) school days after receipt of an appeal the Board
of Education or a subcommittee of the Board shall hold a
hearing with all parties concerned present on the grievance. The
hearing shall be conducted in executive session.
c. Wit~in five (5) school days after the conclusion of the hearing,
the Board of Education shall render a decision, in writing, on the
grievance, to the concerned parties.
Stage IV - Arbitration
a. After such hearing, if the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the
decision at Stage III, the Representative \vill submit the
grievance to arbitration by vvritten notice to the American
Arbitration i\ssociation and to the Board of Education within
fifteen (15) school days of the decision at Stage III.
- 12-
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b. Thereafter the arbitration will be conducted pursuant to the
Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration
Association.
c. The selected arbitrator will hear the matter promptly and will
issue his or her decision not later than thirty (30) calendar days
from the date of the close of the hearing, or if oral hearings have
been waived, then from the date the final statements and proofs
have been submitted to him or her. The arbitrator's decision
will be in writing and will set forth his or her findings of fact and
conclusions on the issues.
d. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any
decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by
law or which alters, amends or modifies the terms of this
Agreement.
e. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all
parties.
f. The cost of the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, if
any, will be borne equally by the Board of Education and the
aggrieved party.
ARTICLE XII - TEACHER EVALVATION AND RECORDS
The parties agree that the following policy shall govern all teacher observation and
evaluation.
All monitoring gr observation of work and performance of teachers will be
conducted openly with full knowledge of the teacher. The use of public
address, audio systems or similar surveillance devices shall not be used for
this purpose.
A.
B. Personnel Evaluating
Only certified administrators in this School District shall be used to evaluate
teachers.
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c. l)efinition of Terms
1. Observation. as herein used, refers to when an administrator visits a
classroom to observe teaching practices and learning situations, so as to
assist the teacher in improving instruction.
2. Evaluation. as herein used, refers to a written assessment of the
effectiveness of the teacher based on evaluative observations.
3. Evaluative Observations. as herein used, means when an
administrator visits a classroom to observe teaching practices and
learning situations so as to assess the effectiveness of the teacher.
D. Review of Personnel File
A teacher wiU be provided, upon request to the Superint,endent, an
opportunity to review and make copies of all personal data concerning
himself or herself. All such material will be kept in files located with the
Superintendent.
E. Response to Derogatory Materials
No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character or
personality will be placed in his or her personnel file unless the teacher has
had an opportunity to review the material. The teacher will acknowledge
that he or she has had the opportunity to review such material by affixing his
or her signature and the date to the copy to be filed, with the express
understanding that such signature in no way indicates agreement with the
contents thereot. The teacher will also have the right to submit a written
answer to such materials, and his or her answer shall be reviewed by the
Superintendent a..nd attached to the file copy.
F. Proced ure
1.' Observations by administrators are not limited as to frequency or
duration, but must be followed vvithin five (5) days by a teacher
administrator conference. A written report of the conference may be
requested by either party. In the event a written report is requested by
either party, the written report shall be placed in the teacher's file. The
teacher shall have an opportunity within five (5) school days to add a
written response to the report.
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2. Evaluation techniques are designed to analyze and recognize successes
as well as weaknesses of all teachers. Administrators are requested to
make known to the Superintendent outstanding achievement by any
teacher for his or her permanent records. In the event that weaknesses
are identified by the Administrator, the Administrator shall include in
his or her evaluation constructive remedial suggestions for remedying
the identified weaknesses. The teacher shall be given a reasonable time
to familiarize himself or herself with the suggestions and to
incorporate them into the classroom pedagogy.
3. A teacher may at any time request an evaluative observation of his or
her professional performance by the Principal. He or she is encouraged
to do so periodically. There shall be an evaluative observation at least
once a year.
4. Classroom visits for evaluative observation may last the full day or be
of shorter duration. This evaluative observation will be followed
within five (5) school days by a conference with the teacher, and by the
signing of the written evaluation to be placed in the teacher's file. The
teacher should have an opportunity within five (5) school days to add a
written reaction to the evaluation if he or she wishes. This should
then be signed by the person making the evaluation. The teacher will
receive a copy of the evaluation one (1) day prior to the conference.
The teacher shall be notified one (1) day prior to the first three
evaluative observations each year. Other evaluative observations
beyond the first three are at the discretion of the administration.
5. Onlv one (1) evaluative observation of a teacher shall be made in one
.I(1) dav and such observations of the same teacher will not be made on
consecutive days unless the teacher so agrees or so requests.
6. Each prob.ationary teacher will receive at least one (1) evaluative
observation each year prior to April 1. Such evaluations will indicate
strengths, exceptional contributions to the program, notations relative
to practices which require improvement and a recommendation
relative to reappointment status.
7. At least one (1) evaluation shall be made each vear for each tenured
faculty member prior to May 15. The instrume~ts as outlined by the
Superintendent shall be used. These evaluative instruments shall be
subject to continued study by a teacher-administrator committee. The
purpose of the study vvill be to recommend revisions and
improvement.
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8. Nothing in the above article precludes administration from the use of
other personnel to assist the teachers in the improvement of
instruction, provided that use of such personnel be instituted as a
result of an observation by an administrator.
G. Report of Special Achievements
Administrators are hereby enco,uraged to place in the teacher's files
information of a positive nature indicating special competencies,
achievements, performance or contributions of an academic or professional
nature. Any such materials received from outside competent, responsible
sources shall be included in the teacher's file. The teacher will acknowledge
that he or she has had the opportunity to review such material by affixing his
or her signature to a copy to be filed.
ARTICLE XIII - SUPPORT SERVICE PERSONNEL EVALVATION
Support service personnel are defined as guidance counselors, school psychologists
and school social workers. The parties agree that this Article shall govern support
service personnel observation and evaluation.
A. Criteria for Evaluation
The criteria for guidance counselors, school psychologists and school social
workers shall be:
1. Appropriate certification
.., At least satisfactory written and oral communication and human
relations skills.
3.
.
-At least satisfactory achievement vvith students, teachers,
administrators, parents, agency personnel and outside agencies.
B. Probationary Support Service Personnel
Support service personnel on probation shall receive an initial evaluation by
December 1st and a second evaluation by April 1st for each year of probation.
These evaluations can be observational in nature and will indicate strengths,
positive contributions to the school program, and notations relative to
practices which require improvement. The written evaluation will be
followed within five school days by a conference with the person. At that
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time, there will be a signing of the written evaluation to be placed in the
person's file. The person would have an opportunity within five school days
to add a written reaction to the evaluation if he or she wishes to. This should
then be signed by the person making the evaluation. The support person will
receive a copy of the evaluation. The support person will be notified one day
prior to the evaluation if an observation is involved. Should the person who
has been evaluated refuse to sign his or her evaluation, it may be placed in
the personnel file with a notation that the person has refused to sign it.
C. Tenured Support Service Personnel
Support service personnel on tenure will receive one evaluative observation
a year at a minimum. This evaluation can be observational in nature and
will indicate strengths, positive contributions to the school program and
notations relative to practices which require improvement. He or she may at
any time request an evaluative observation of his or her professional
performance by an administrator. He or she is encouraged to do so regularly.
The same procedures outlined above for probationary support service
personnel apply to tenured personnel.
D. Report of Special Achievement
Support service personnel can have placed in their file information of a
positive nature indicating special competencies, achievements, performances
or contributions of an academic or professional nature. Such materials
received from outside competent, responsible sources shall be included in his
or her file. He or she shall acknowledge that he or she has had an
opportunity to review such material by affixing his or her signature to a copy
to be filed. Administrators are encouraged to place special commendations
and positive notices in support personnel files.
ARTICLE XIV - SICK LEAVE
A. All teachers shall receive 17 sick davs leave annuallv at full salarv.
.
- -
(Effective Julv 1, 1998) If a unit member uses twelve (12) or more sick leave
davs in anv school Year, she/he shall have twelve (12) davs of sick leave
posted for the next s~hool year instead of seventeen (17). This provision may
be waived in the case of a unit member whose absences exceed twelve (12)
days due to a serious illness as demonstrated through multiple verifications
to the Labor Management Committee, \vho may recommend to the
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Superintendent such waiver. Should a member wish to waive his /her right
to appeal to the Labor Management Committee, they may appeal directly to
the Superintendent. The Superintendent's decision shall be final and non-
grievable. under Article XI.
If a unit member has perfect attendance for the school year, the member may
request in writing that up to three (3) days of that year's allotment be
converted to salary payable by June 30th of the year in question. The
calculation will'be based on 1/200th of the contract salary. The remaining
days of the individual's allotment will be accrued as provided for in
subsection B below. If a unit member has used one (1) day of allotted sick
leave, a request can be made for two (2) days of salary as provided for above. If
a unit member has used two (2) days of allotted sick leave, a request can be
made for one (1) day of salary as provided for above.
B. Unused sick leave shall be accumulated up to 220 days.
A unit member who retires into the NYS Teachers' Retirement System, after
completing ten years of service in the school district will be compensated for
unused accumulated sick davs as follows:
1. If accumulation is 200 days or more, compensation will be $70.00 per
day
2. If accumulation is between 100 days and 199 days, compensation will be
$50.00 per day
.,
.J. If accumulation is between 50 days and 99 days, compensation will be
$20.00 per day
Payments related to this clause will be made within thirtv (30) days of the date
of retirement. -
.I .I
c. Extension of sick leave for prolonged illness or injUry shall be at the
discretion of the Board.
D. Sick leave provisions become effective the first day a staff member reports for
duty. A. teacher hired after September 1 in any year shall receive a prorated
number of sick leave days (approximately 1.7 days per month). The prorated
number shall be available the first day the staff member reports for duty.
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F.
If a teacher's accumulated sick leave expires, the teacher will be entitled to 20
additional sick leave days prior to deduction in pay, upon approval of the
Board. Application to the Board for such additional sick leave days must be
in writing. Any such additional days granted will be deducted from the
following year's accumulation.
Whenever a teacher, in the performance of his or her job, incurs a serious
injury caused by a child, the District agrees to pay his or her full salary,
exclusive of workers' compensation for a period of up to five (5) days, and
during this period no portion of his or her previously accumulated sick leave
will be affected.
G. The school administration may, at its discretion, require written
documentation validating the use of sick leave which occurs immediately
before or after a holiday or vacation period and for consecutive absences of
three (3) or more days.
ARTICLE XV - EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
A. Leaves of Absence for Professional Association Officers
The Board agrees that one teacher who has tenure at anyone time designated
by the Association will, upon request, be granted a leave of absence for up to
two years without pay for the purpose of engaging in Association (local, state
or national) activities. Upon return from such leave, such teacher will be
placed on the salary schedule step immediately after the step he or she was on
in the year prior to the leave.
B. Child Care Leave
Teachers shall be granted child care leave upon written application. Teachers
shall request a child care leave at least three months before the requested date
of commencement of the leave unless extraordinary medical circumstances
.I
involving the child or teacher require shorter notice. Child care leave must
be requested within six months after the birth or adoption of a child and may
not continue for a period of more than two years. Return from such leave
may only be at the beginning of the school year in September or at the
beginning of the semester in late January or February. However, a teacher
may cancel or terminate child care leave for extraordinary reasons upon two
weeks \vritten notification to the Superintendent unless such cancellation or
termination would impose legal liability on the Board or disrupt the
educational program.
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For probationary teachers, a child care leave shall be an interruption of the
probationary period. A teacher will not accumulate additional leave d~ys
during child care leave. However, upon return from such leave, prIor
accumulated days will be restored and the teacher will be placed on the salary
schedule he or she would have achieved in the year immediately following
the commencement of the leave of absence.
No fringe benefits shall be received by a teacher while he or she is on child
care leave but a teacher may remain in the medical plan if the teacher pays
the premium. If husband and wife are both employed by the School District
only one may be on child care leave at the same time.
c. Personal Leave Without Pay
A leave of absence without payor increment may be granted to tenured
teachers at the discretion of the Board in cases of special need.
D. Resumption of Benefits After Leave
All benefits to which a teacher was entitled at the time his or her leave of
absence commenced, including unused accumulated sick leave and credits
toward sabbatical leave eligibility, will be restored to him or her upon his or
her return and he or she will be assigned to the same position which he or
she held at the time said leave commenced, if available, or, if not, to an
equivalent position. The teacher's return after leave shall be at the beginning
of a school year or semester.
E. Requests for Extension of Leave
All requests and grants of extensions or renewals of leaves will be in writing.
All leaves g~ant~d by the Board under subdivisions" A" and "B" above shall
commence at the end of a school year and shall not be granted for any partial
period during the school year unless specifically authorized by the
Superintendent. The teacher's return from an extension of leave shall be at
the beginning of a school year or semester.
F. No fringe benefits (insurances) shall be received by a teacher on unpaid leave
of absence except if the teacher is on child care or health related leave the
teacher may pay for and purchase the insurances subject to the rules of the
carner.
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ARTICLE XVI - TEMPORARY LEAVES OF ABSENCE
A. Personal Leave
(Effective. July 1, 1998) Five (5) days personal leave in addition to sick leave
shall be granted each year. Reasons for personal leave are illness in the
family, attendance at funeral, wake or bereavement service, religious
holidays, court appearances, moving and other requests at the discretion of
the Superintendent. Whenever possible, requests should be made in
advance. Unit members will be required to sign an affidavit which attests to
the fact that the personal leave requested could not be scheduled at a time
other than a work day. Personal leave will not be approved if its use extends
a school holiday or vacation period.
Unused personal leave shall be added to accumulated sick leave.
The utmost confidentiality will be maintained 'in the processing of all
personal leave applications. Only one member of the secretarial staff shall be
designated by the office of the Superintendent to process said applications.
,B. Professional Growth
All employees shall be provided with opportunities for the development of
increased competence beyond that which they may obtain through the
performance of their assigned duties. In light of their impact upon the lives
of students and in keeping with the breadth of experience and depth of
training which they possess, opportunities for the professional staff shall be
especially rich and varied.
The Superintendent shall provide staff with opportunities in areas such as
the following:
1. Visits to other classrooms and other schools.
2. Conferences involving other personnel from the District, county, state,
region or nation.
3. Membership on committees drawing personnel from such sources.
4. Training in classes and workshops offered within the District.
5. Further training in institutions of higher learning.
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6. Proper costs for visits and conferences will be reimbursed by the
District.
C. Death in the Immediate Family or Nearest Relative
(Effective July 1, 1998) A teacher shall be granted up to five (5) days of leave
with full pay during each school year for each death of his/her spouse, child,
rnother, father, sibling, domestic partner, mother-in-law, father-in-law,
grandparents and grandchildren and up to two (2) days in the event of the
death of an aunt or uncle, or at the discretion of the Superintendent.
ARTICLE XVII - SABBATICAL LEAVE
A. ]Policy
Policy for sabbatical leave as passed by the School Board in January 1967 is
revised and amended and reads as follows:
IOn the recommendation of the Superintendent, the Board of Education may
permit members of the professional staff to take Sabbatical Leaves for the
purpose of self-improvement and benefit to the school system through study,
research, or rest as hereinafter described.
A maximum of 3% of professional staff may be on Sabbatical Leave at .any one
time.
Qualified staff members may be permitted to choose between the following
alternatives:
Minimum Consecutive
Years of Service
Length Of
Leave
Portion of Regular Salary
Paid While on Leave
7
7
14
One Semes ter
One Year
One Year
100%
50%
100%
B. Application
Applications for leaves during the first semester must be made in the
Superintendent's Office not later than the first school day of the preceding
March. Applications for leaves during the second semester must be in the
Superintendent's Office not later than the first school day of the preceding
September.
- I" _
c.
Applications must be made on the standard form provided by the
Superintendent's Office.
General
Leaves will not be granted for the purpose of engaging in gainful occupation,
or for the purpose of studying for a trade or another profession.
Outside activities in which staff members engage for pay during the regular
school year may be continued, but must not be expanded in any way during
the period of leave.
All activities for which leaves are granted must be planned in consultation
with the Superintendent. Any changes in such plans must be approved in
advance by the Superintendent.
D. Appropriate Activities During Leave
The following activities will be considered appropriate. They are listed in
order of general preference, although the needs of the school system and of
the particular staff member applying for leave will be considered in each case.
1. Formal graduate study.
A minimum of 24 points and a maximum of 30 points' of study will be
required for full year leaves and the appropriate fraction will be
required for half-year leaves. The study must be in courses for which
formal college credit is granted.
Content of courses, in order of preference:
a. Teacher's own field of work in the School District.
...
b. Closelv related fields.
2. Independent research undertaken in consultation with the
Superintendent.
"
.:Y. Writing of a doctoral thesis.
4. Writing of a text or series of professional articles.
J. Schedule of travel planned in consultation with the Superintendent.
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E.
6. Participation in local, state or national programs sponsored by or under
national science foundations, Ford Foundation, or the National
Defense Education Act, etc.
7. Participation in approved research projects sponsored by University or
an industrial organization.
8. Teaching in other countries on the Fulbright Scholarship or Cultural
Exchange Program.
9. A sabbatical
" leave may be granted a teacher after fourteen years of
consecutive service for the period of one year for the purpose of rest.
Summer Leave Program
A committee will be established to investigate the various summer leave
programs for sabbatical leave which are in effect throughout Westchester
County. The committee shall include one administrator of the School
District. The committee will prepare and present a report to the Board of
Education for its consideration.
F. Granting of Leave
1. First consideration will be given to those Sabbatical Leave plans which
involve greatest self-improvement and greatest benefit to the school
system. A secondary consideration will be the seniority of the staff
members applying for leaves.
.., The notification of the granting or denial of an individual's application
for leave shall be made by thirty (30) days after official notification of
initial reimbursement rate from State authorities (not including rate
establishec! after any appeals) for those leaves whose applications must
be submitted no later than the first school day of March, or October 30th
for leaves whose applications must be submitted no later than the first
school day of September.
'"oJ. In the event that an application for leave is denied the reason(s) for
that denial shall be given to the applicant in writing.
G. Reporting of Activities
When formal college credit has been granted during the leave, an official
transcript will be required.
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v'When leaves have been granted for any other purpose, written reports
planned in consultation with the Superintendent will be required.
H. Obligation to District
It is expected that there is an obligation to remain with the Mount Pleasant
Cottage School District, for two years after Sabbatical Leave has been
completed.
ARTICLEXVIII - INSURANCE. ANNUITIES AND RETIREMENT
A. Tax Sheltered Annuity
1. The District agrees to withhold a portion of a teacher's salary and to
apply those funds to the purchase of an annuity plan or program
agreed upon by the teacher. .
2. Any participating member who. wishes to terminate, change or
discontinue his or her contribution to this plan may do so by notifying
the School District Business Office in writing at least thirty (30) days in
advance of the effective date.
3. The contribution to the annuity plan will be automatically deducted in
equal parts from each paycheck and forwarded to the respective
companies after they have submitted their monthly statements
verifying contract members to the Business Office.
B. Health Insurance
The District will pay the entire cost of the health insurance program, e.g.:
The District .agre~s to assume the total cost of a health insurance program for
all teachers and their dependents under the Statewide Schools' Cooperative
Health Plan. In addition, the District shall pay the full cost of health
insurance for teachers retired from the School District after 10 years of service.
Unit members hired prior to 1-1-2000 shall receive this benefit after 5 years of
service. Retirement must be to the NYS Teachers' Retirement SYstem.
.1
If the Statewide Schools Cooperative Health Plan should dissolve, the Board
will join the State plan then existing closest in benefits to the Statewide
Schools Cooperative Health Plan at the time it dissolves.
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The Board shall provide excess major medical insurance, as now provided by
the First Rehabilitation Insurance Company of America, which will be paid
one-half by the teacher and one-half by the Board. (An individual teacher
n'lay choose not to participate.)
HEALTH INSURANCE BUY OUT -OPTIONAL (EFFECTIVE 7-1-2000)
()n or before May 1st of each school year, unit members who are eligible for
health insurance shall inform the School District Business Official of their
decision to opt-out of the District's health insurance plan effective July 1st. In
return for opting-out, the unit member shall receive a payment of $1,500 per
annum, payable in monthly installments. To be entitled to the payment
referenced above, the unit member must produce proof of health insurance
coverage from another source at the time of application for opting-out. Re-
entry shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the health insurance
plan(s) provided for in this agreement.
New hires may opt-out and receive this benefit on a prorated basis, where
applicable, at the time of hire, provided that proof of other insurance is
furnished to the Business Official.
DUAL FAMILY INSURANCE RESTRICTION (EFFECTIVE 7-1-2000)
Unit members whose spouse is entitled to coverage under the Statewide
Schools' Cooperative Health Plan shall be prohibited from receiving family
health coverage paid for by this District. Such employee shall be entitled to
individual coverage at District expense if his/her spouse likewise elects
individual coverage. If the spouse is subject to the same restriction by
contract, the spouse with the earlier birthday shall be entitled to the family
coverage. An employee \vho is ineligible for coverage by reason of the
restriction s~t_ forth above shall be entitled to the health insurance buy-out
amount stated above.
c. Life Insurance
The District \:vill pay the entire cost of the Life Insurance Plan for the duration
of this Agreement.
D. Section 125 Committee
The parties will establish a committee to studv the Internal Revenue Code
Section 125 program. The committee \vill r"eport to the Board and the
Association.
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ARTICLE XIX - EMPLOYEE BENEFIT FUND
A.
B.
An Employee Benefit Fund has been established for the purpose providing
dental insurance and / or other benefits to eligible members of the bargaining
uni t.
For the 1999-2000 school year, the Board will pay to the Fund the sum .of
. $1,400 for each eligible member of the bargaining unit, one-twelfth of said
sum to be paid at the beginning of each month. For the 2000-2001 fiscal year,
this sum shall be $1,410; for 2001-2002, $1,430; and for 2002-2003, $1,440.
(Effective July 1, 1998) At the District's option, the positions of
Superintendent of Schools, Assistant Superintendent and Business Official
may be participants in the Employee Benefit Fund. In such event, the Board
pays the same per capita amount as it pays for the teacher members to secure
the same rights and privileges as required of all other participants.
c. Employees of the District not in the bargaining unit (or not in the
clerical/ custodial bargaining unit) may participate in the Fund's dental plan
upon payment by the Board of the sum set forth above for each such
employee, plus an administration fee of not more than 2% per employee.
D. The Association will provide a copy of the Fund's annual audit to the Board.
E. The Association will be informed by the Business Office of the District of any
person added to or dropped from the employee roster of the District within 10
business davs of such event.
ARTICLE XX - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
.-\. This Agreement... shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the
District vvhich shall be contrary to or inconsistent with its terms.
B. Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract between the District and
an individual teacher, heretofore executed, shall be subject to and consistent
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and any individual
arrangement, agreement or contract hereafter executed shall be expresslymade
subject to and consistent \vith the terms of this or subsequent agreements to
be executed by the parties. If an individual arrangement or contract contains
any language inconsistent \vith this Agreement, this Agreement during its
duration shall be controlling.
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If any provision of this Agreement, or any application of this Agreement to
any teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary to law, then such
provisions or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to
the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications shall
continue in full force and effect.
Copies of this Agreement shall be printed and bound at the expense of the
District and given to all teachers now employed or hereafter employed by the
District within 30 school days after its execution or employment if that occurs
later. The Association will act as the distributor of the Agreement to all
currently employed teachers.
E. The Board shall provide each teacher with a copy of the Board of Education
Bvlaws.
F. When it is necessary pursuant to the Grievance Procedure for a
member of the Professional Advancement Committee or other
representative designated by the Association to attend a grievance
meeting or hearing, he or she will be released without loss of pay as
necessary in order to permit participation in the foregoing activities.
1.
? Any teacher whose appearance in such investigations, meetings or
hearing as a witness is necessary will be accorded the same right. The
Association agrees that those rights will not be abused.
G. The parties agree each has full confidence in the good faith of the other party.
Accordingly, as unanticipated or unforeseen circumstances occur during the
life of this Agreement, either party may ask the other to meet for the purpose
of commencing negotiation on the circumstance in question, and the other
party will, to the maximum extent possible in light of all relevant factors and
circumstances, give favorable consideration to such request. If the parties
mutually agree to reopen the Agreement, the circumstance or circumstances
prompting this request to reopen shall be subject to full negotiation. If
mutual agreement of the parties on a change in the Agreement is reached as a
result of such negotiation, the change shall become effective as the parties
agree. If mutual agreement on a change is not reached, this Agreement shall
continue for its stated duration.
H. It shall be the prerogative of the District to adopt new policies not affecting or
changing matters contained in this Agreement and nothing herein shall be
construed to restrain the District in the full and absolute management of its
affairs, except as modified by this Agreement.
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J.
The Association agrees to maintain its eligibility to represent all teachers by
continuing to admit professionals to membership without discrimination on
the basis of race, creed, color, age, national origin, sex or marital status and to
represent equally all teachers without regard to membership or participation
in, or association with the. activities of any "teacher" organization.
The Board also agrees to continue its policy of not discriminating against any
teacher on the basis of race, creed, color, age, national origin or sex.
K. Regular staff members shall be given consideration for positions in summer
school if they apply for positions.
ARTICLE XXI - PROMOTIONAL PAY
A. Salary increments for additional education credits will be paid beginning
September and February.
B. If sufficient education credits are obtained between September and January to
move horizontally on the schedule, a teacher will be moved to the new lane
effective with the first payday in February. No retroactive increase will be
paid.
The above is subject to the following procedures:
1. Courses taken for salary credit must have prior written approval of the
Superintendent.
2. A maximum of two (2) inservice
towards salarv credit.
courses per year will be allowed
3. Courses should have relevance to the field of instruction in which the
teacher. is .working, with the purpose of improving the overall quality
of instruction.
4. Official transcripts should be submitted to the office by September 1 or
February 1 in order to begin receiving the increment. Retroactive
payment vvill be made if transcripts are received after the above dates.
ARTICLE XXII - SUBSTITUTES
The District will at all times make every effort to hire teachers as substitutes
when a teacher is absent. This rule \vill apply to all teaching stations.
-
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ARTICLE XXIII - STUDENT MEDICA nON
Medication shall not be dispensed by any member of the staff without written
authorization from a child's attending physician. In the event a claim for
negligence or other liability is instituted against any staff member, the staff
member will be held harmless under the provisions of the Education Law.
ARTICLE XXIV - LENGTH OF THE SCHOOL DAY
A.
B.
Teachers will sign in and out each day. The regular length of the school day
shall be 8:45 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. However, as circumstances require for BOCES
programs, the starting and ending times may be varied by having the school
day start at other than 8:45 a.m. but no earlier than 7:45 a.m. and no later than
8:45 a.m. In the event of a starting time earlier than 8:45 a.m., the ending
time will be 6-1/2 hours later. Teachers will be permitted to leave prior to
3:15 p.m. to engage in course work, but not before 3:00 p.m. and upon
notification of the immediate supervisor.
Teachers shall be entitled to a 50-minute duty free lunch period.
C. Faculty meetings will be held on Mondays or as need arises.
D. Preparation periods are for teachers. They may (a) prepare academically for
class; (b) attend meetings; (c) communicate with their colleagues throughout
the various sectors of the campus, including but not limited to any other
school personnel and employees of either the Edenwald or Pleasantville
Cottage School institutions, either in writing, by phone or in person; or (d)
communicate with children currently or previously enrolled at the Mt.
Pleasant Cottage School U.F.5.D. A teacher may leave the grounds during
preparation periods for reasonable purposes upon receiving permission from
his or her supervisor.
E. Teachers are -expected to responsibly fulfill their contractual obligation to be at
work no later than 8:45 a.m. and to remain until 3:15 p.m. It is recognized
that despite good intentions and best efforts there may be occasions when
emergency situations occur which might cause one to arrive after 8:45 a.m. or
to have the need to leave prior to 3:15 p.m. Therefore, in order to assure that
there is a fair and equitable accounting for paid staff time the following
procedure shall be followed:
1. Staff will be charged in hourly increments for the need to arrive late or
leave early. The time charged will be taken from accrued time in
accordance \vith the schedule outlined below. 6/6 equals a whole day.
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Late Arrival Time Charged Early Leaving Time
8:46 - 9:45 1 hour 2:15 - 3:14
9:46 - 10:45 2 hours 1:15- 2:14
10:46 - 11:45 3 hours 12:15 - 1:14
11:46 - 12:45 4 hours 11:15 - 12:14
12:46 - 1:45 5 hours 10:15 - 11:14
1:46 - 2:45 6 hours 9:15 - 10:14
2.
3.
If staff is required to leave work during the school day and then return,
time will be charged by subtracting the late arrival time from the early
leaving time based on departure and return time.
For example:
a.
b.
c.
Leave at 10:00 a.m. =6 hours of time
Returns at 12:15 p.m. - 4 hours of time
Total time to be charged is 2 hours.
Charged time will be accrued throughout the fiscal year. Annual
attendance statements will reflect any amount lost because of lateness
or early leaving. As a result some statements may reflect time which
includes partial days.
Schedule For Char~in~ Time Due to Lateness or Early Leavin~
4. Agreement with this procedure does not in any way change the
contractual procedures for the granting of half or full day absences for
personal a.ays. These continue to be charged, as always, as half or full
davs.
5. Staff who experience repeated emergencies which may be deemed
excessive \vill be subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
6. A teacher may leave school at 3:00 p.m. or at the end of the student day,
whichever is later, un the dav before a holidav or for reasonable
. .
purposes upon receiving permission from his or her supervisor.
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ARTICLE XXV - INCLEMENT WEATHER
If, at the discretion of the Superintendent, conditions warrant the closing or
delay of school, the Superintendent will arrange for an announcement of
such closing or delay as soon as possible on stations WFAS and WHUD.
ARTICLE XXVI - NONTEACHING DUTIES
Nonteaching duties shall be handled wherever possible by teacher aides.
Teachers will not be required to handle nonteaching duties unless, in the
opinion of the Superintendent, a situation requires the presence of
professional personnel to insure the health, safety and well-being of the
children.
ARTICLE XXVII - COMPENSATION
A.
B.
c.
There shall be provisions for employee-authorized salary deductions subject
to the applicable provisions of law.
At the end of each calendar year, an employee who has received pay for
additional programs (e.g., summer school, recreation, Title I) may request a
separate accounting in an appropriate form from the Business Office.
The salary schedules for the 1999-2000, 2000-2001 and 2001-2002 school years
are annexed hereto as Appendices "A-I", "A-2" and "11A-3". The salary
schedule for the 2002-2003 school year shall be negotiated by the parties; no
other provision of this Agreement will be open for renegotiation at that time.
D. There shall be a longevity increment in the amount of $1,600 effective July 1,
2000 which shall be increased to $1,700 effective Julv 1, 2001 and to $1,800
effective July 1, 2002. This payment will be made if the teacher has completed
eighteen years o( service by November 15 of the current fiscal year. The
longevity increment will be paid on or about November 15 of each year in a
separate check. (The decision in the "Maryvale" case will apply to teachers
hired prior to April 12, 1971.)
Effective 7-1-2000 a second longevity increment will be created for unit
members who have completed 25 years of service by November 15th of the
year in question. Payment of such increment will be made as stipulated
above. The amount shall be 52500 effective July 1, 2000 vvhich shall be
increased to $2600 effective July 1, 2001 and to $2700 effective July 1,2002.
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,The longevity payment after 18 years shall be referred to as longevity # 1. TIle
longevity payment after 25 years shall be referred to as longevity # 2. A
teacher can only be eligible to receive one (1) longevity payment.
E. Paychecks will be distributed on Thursday at the end of the teachers' workday.
Paychecks will be provided on the last day of school before a vacation when
they would become due during a vacation, if available.
F. The Board will arrange for a system of direct deposit of paychecks for those
teachers who so request in writing.
ARTICLE XXVIII - PRORATION
All compensations and benefits herein referred to are to be prorated for part time
employees by proportion/percentage of employment.
Agreed to and signed:
DATE: c;Jb~/OO DATE: /jhq~(}
/ I
MT. PLEASANT COTIAGE SCHOOL
UNIIDN FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MT. PLEASANT COTIAGE SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS
BY:
~~~/
:;~~.~// /j~r" t:t:~BYi
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BA BA10 BA20 BA30 BA40/MA BA50/MA 10
BA60/MA20 MA30 MA40 MAIO MA60
--.......... --......
---
-_.- ---.. -.
-_...._-
--------.....-....-- .....--------------
.............---------..- -------
------.........--
0 36,052 37.386 38.721 40.051 41.386
42.715 44.054 45.383 46.713
48,045 49.381
37.432 38 779 40,126 41 .446 42.795 44.137
45.489 46.831 48.173 49,517 SO.865
38.865 40.224 41.582 42,890 44.251 45.607
46.971 48.326 49.679 51,035 52.394
40 354 .11123 43091 4A.383 45 757 47.125
48.501 49.868 51.232 52,_ 53.969
4 41.899 43 278 44.655 45,929 4/.315
48.694 50.081 51.459 52.833 54,210
55.590
5 43 S03 44 /:j~1 46 275 47.528 48.925 50.315 51.712
53.101 54.485 55.871 57.261
6 45.169 46,564 47,954 49.184 50 590
51.989 53.396 54.796 56.188 57.583
58.982
46 899 48.299 49,695 50.897 52.312 53.720
55, 135 56.544 57.944 59,348 60,754
(j
-18,695 50,U99 51,498 52.669 54.092 55.508 56.931
58.348 59.756 61,167 62.580
9 50.559 51966 53,367 54,503 55.933 57.356
58.786 60.210 61.623 63,041 64.461
10 52.495 53.902 55,304 56.401 57.836 59.266
60.700 62. 13 1 63.550 64,972 66,398
11 54,505 55.911 57.310 58.365 59.805
61,239 62.677 64.114 65,536 66.963
68.394
12 56.593 57.995 59.390 60.398 61840 63.277
64.719 66.160 67,585 69,015 70.449
13 58.760 60.156 61.545 62.501 63.944 65.384
66,827 68.271 69.697 71,130 72.566
14 61.010 62.398 63.779 64.678 66.121 67.560
69.004 70.449 71.876 73,310 74.747
15 66.931 68.371 69.809
71.251 12.697 74,122 75,556
76,994
16 69261 70.698
72, 133 73.512 75.017 76,439 77,871 79.307
11 71.673 73.104 74.534
75.968 77.411 78.829 80.257 81,691
18 74.170 75.592 77,016
78.443 79.881 81.293 82,717 84.146
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-- --.
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.....--....... -..... ..---.....
....-..-...............
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712.789 733.569 754.291 838.756 861.272 883.701 906,235 928.690
950.993 973,383 995,786
Completion of Ph 0 $400.00
Tenure
22 or 26 equal pay period$
$300.00 or t
21 or 25 equal pay period$
~longevity $1.450.00 f
One Time Payment-Off The Grid- $800.00 Effective June 1, 2000 f
-.
rAT PL.EASANT COTTAGE SCHOOL U.F S D.
FISCAL 99/00 SALARY GRID
-
EXTENDED TO STEP 18
TEACHERS
APPENDIX \I A-I;'
REVISED JANUARY 10.2000.....
BA BA10 BA20 BAJO BA40/MA
BA60/MA10 BA60/MA20 MA30 MA40
MA&O MA60
...-...-..................--..-
...
...--....--- ....--.. -...
...--
......--....--........-... .........--------- --..
---.......-------- --
----------
0 36.682 36,040 39.398 40,752
42.111 43,463 44,825 46,178
47,531 <48,_ 50,245
38,087 39.457 40,828 42,172 43,544 44.910
46,285 47,651 49,016 50,384
~1.755
2 39 546 40,928 42.310 43 640
45,026 46.405 47,793 49,172
50,549 51,928 53,311
3 41,060 42,453 43,845 45 160
46,558 47,950 49,350 50,741 52.129
53,519 54.913
,
4 42,632 44,035 45,436 46.733 48,143 49,546 50,957
52,360 53.758 55,159 56,563
5 44,265 45,676 47,085 48.360
49.761 51 , 195 52,617 54,030 55,438
56.849 58,263
6 45,960 47,378 48,794 50.044
51,475 52,899 54,331 55.754 57.171
58,591 60,014
47.719 49,\44 50.564 51.767 53,227
54,660 56,100 57,534 58,958
60,387 61,818
8 49,547 50,976 52,399 53,591
55,038 56,480 57,928 59.369
60,801 62,237 63,675
9 51,444 52,875 54,301 55,457
56,912 58,360 59.814 61.264 62,702
64,144 65,589
10 53,414 54,846 56.271 57,388 58.848
60,303 61,763 63,219 64,662
66,110 67.560
11 55,459 56,890 58,313 59.387
60,851 62,310 63.774 65,236 66,683
68,135 69,591
12 57,583 59,0\0 60,430 61,455 62.922
64,385 65,852 67,318 68,767
70,223 71,682
13 59,788 61,209 62,623 63,595
65.063 66.528 67,996 69.466
70,917 72.375 73.836
14 62,077 63,490 64,895 65.810
67,278 68,742 70.211 71.682 73,134
74,593 76,055
15 68.102
69.567 71,031 72,498 73.970
75,420 76,878 78,341
16 70,474
71,935 73,395 74.859 76,330 77,777
18,234 80,695
17 72,928
74,383 75,839 77,298 78,766 80,208
81,662 83.120
18 75.468
76,914 78,363 79,815 81,279 82,715
84,164 85,618
........ -_......- -_............ ---.....-- ----.... ----
..--...--....................
......-...... -_....-........_-
--.............. ..........-.......
---
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/
725.263 746,406 767,491 653.434 876,344 899.166
922,095 944,942 967,636 880,381
1,013,213
Completion of Ph D. $400,00
22 or 26 equal pay periods
..
~.
Tenure $300.00 or
,.
r.'
21 or 25 equal pay periods
i6
longevity. 16 years of service $1.60000
1
longevity. 25 years of service $2.500.00
~':1
.~
rAT. PLEASANT COTTAGE SCHOOL U.F.S 0
FISCAL 00/01 SALARY GRID
TEACHERS
APPENDIX "A-2"
BA BA10 BA20 BA30 BA40/MA BA50/MA10
BA60/MA20 MA30 MA40 MAIO MAiu
...... -...... ..........----........
...------------........... .....------------......- ------------...---
......--------- --
----------
0 37,416 38.801 40,186 41.567 42,953
44,332 45.722 47.101 48.481 .,864
51,250
3fS,849 40247 41.644 43.015 44.415 45.808 47.211
48.604 49.997 51,392 52,791
2 -10.336 -11.746 43.156 44,513 45,926 47.333
48.749 50,155 51,560 52,966 54.377
3 -11,881 43.302 44,722 46.063 47.489 48.909
50,337 51 ,755 53.171 54,589 56,011
t
4 43.485 44.916 46,345 47,667 49,105 50.537
51,976 53,407 54,833 56.262 57.695
5 4~).150 4G.590 48,027 49.327 50,777 52,219 53.669
55,111 56,547 57.986 59.428
6 -16.879 '18.326 49.769 51.0-15 52,505 53,957
55.41 7 56,870 58,315 59,763 61.214
48.674 50,121 51,576 52,823 54,292 55,753
57,222 58.664 60.138 61.594 63.054
Ii 50.538 51.995 53,447 54.663 56,139 57.609
59,066 60.557 62.017 63,482 64.949
9 52,473 53.933 55,387 56,566 58.050 59.527
61,011 62,469 63,956 65.427 66.901
10 54.482 55.943 57,397 58.536 60.025 61,509
62.998 64,463 65.955 67,432 68.911
11 56.566 58 027 59,480 60,575 62,068 63,556
65,050 66,541 68.017 89,498 70.982
12 58.735 60.190 61,636 62.684 64.180 65,672
67,169 68.664 70,143 71,628 73,116
13 GO984 62.43) 63,875 64.867 66,365 67,858 69,356
70,855 72,335 73,822 75.313
14 63.319 64.760 66,193 67,126 68.623 70,117
71.615 73.116 74.596 78,084 77.576
15 69.464 70,959 72,451
73,948 75,449 76,928 78,418 79.908
16 71,883 73,374 74.863
76.357 77.856 79.333 80,819 82.309
17 74,386 75.871 77.355
78,844 80,341 81.812 83.295 84,783
18 76.977 78,453 79.931
81,412 82,904 84.370 85.848 87,331
--
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....._eo...__......... .__........... .......--......-...-------- ----- ------------
--...........----..... ----
739,768 761 ,335 782,841 870.502 893,871 917.149 940.536 963,841 986,989 1.010,205
1.033.477
Completion of Ph D. $400.00
22 or 26 equal pay periods ~,
Tenure $300.00 or I21 or 25 equal pay periods
longevity
-
18 years of service $1.700.00
.p
>".
longevity - 25 years of service $2.60000
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MT PLEASANT COTTAGE SCHOOL U.F.S.O
FISGAL 01/02 SALARY GRID
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APPENDIX IIA-3"
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SEPTEMBER
Labor Day
Superintendent's Conf. Day.
Superintendent's Conf. Day.
Schools Open for Students
crroBER
ColunD1a Day/Yan Kippur
OOVEMBER
10 Veteran's Day
22 Noon Dismissal
23-24 Thanksgiving Recess
4
5
6
7
9
DECEMBER
22-29 Christmas Recess
2
15
';ANUARY
Schools Reopen
Martin Luther King Day
FEBRUARY
19-23 ~inter Recess
16
~1ARCH
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APPENDIX B
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